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ABSTRACT
New and improved techniques to sort and characterize living cells and particles are
in high demand for wide applications in areas such as biomedical research, clinical
diagnosis, and environment analysis. The technique of dielectrophoresis has been proven
to play a significant role for such purpose, especially when it is implemented through
photolithography and etching technology in contitution of micromachined fluidic
microsystems.
This thesis w i l l describe the utility of the dielectrophoresis effect, employing planar
microelectrode arrays fabricated on a glass substrate to synthesize a specially shaped
nonuniform field, for fractionating cells into purer subpopulations. The establishment of
fluid flow in the separating chamber, which also contributes to the separation, has been
experimentally investigated. Three practical validation modes are proposed, however, a
detailed account is only presented for one mode of operation. Both the simulation for the
electric field and the real experiment confirm our theoretical predictions and furthermore
demonstrate the improvements in separation efficiency and throughput over a wide range
of applied field frequencies.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Decades of eminent advances in biology have swept an avalanche of cellular
information into scientists' laps. The analysis of such vast amount of data to deduce the
inner workings of cells or to diagnose diseases would be impractical without high
throughput

technologies. The application of microelectromechanical system (with

acronym M E M S ) technology is exploited in fields as diverse as transducer, microfluidic,
R F and optical related devices. M E M S is also well positioned as an enabling technology
for the fast growing biomedical industry. B y bringing together semiconductor-based
microelectronics and micromachining technology, M E M S - b a s e d components today hold
promise of smaller form factors, higher performance, tighter integration, and fast,
inexpensive and non-intrusive procedures for cell actuation. From a practical point of
view, M E M S technology emerges as a valuable tool in the pursuit of lab-on-a-chip
technology capable of translating experimental and analytical protocols, developed in
software,

into chip architectures

consisting of interconnected fluid

reservoirs and

pathways using semiconductor-like microfabrication techniques. The concept behind it is
mentioned as the elimination of the need for human intervention by automating and
integrating procedures and significant downscale of the size of experimental and analysis
platforms from human being sized conventional laboratory space and operations.
In

many

applications

such

as

biomedical research,

clinical

diagnosis,

and

environment analysis, the purification of specific cell types and particles is claimed to be
fundamental step in further analysis or processing for unearthing and understanding
intrinsic

properties

of

biological

cells

and

materials.

Discrimination of

cell
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subpopulations has traditionally been accomplished by such methods as micro dissection
cloning, sedimentation and centrifugation in the case microbial and plant cells. For the
more physiologically delicate mammalian cells, one has to resort to the use of affinity
chromatography

[1], centrifugation

[2, 3] or fluorescence

activated cell-sorting [4]

methods. Whilst science wields these traditional techniques, a novel methodology is of
increasing impotance with nature of dealing with cells' frequency dependent dielectric
polarization response. A s scientifically named, dielectrophoresis ( D E P ) [5] employed for
cell segregation refers to the motion of neutral but polarizable particle under the influence
of

spatially nonuniform electric field.

Its

induced forces

provide an electrically

switchable means to discriminate between particles and to manipulate them according to
their dielectric properties. This phenomenon is ideally suited to microfluidic situations
because large field strengths and correspondingly high dielectrophoretic forces

are

readily achievable with electrodes spaced less than a millimeter apart.
In analysis, microfluidic transport plus total automation and integration of materials
handling drastically cuts system retention and material transfer losses, thereby improving
accuracy while reducing sample size requirements. State-of-the-art manufacturing to tight
specifications results in analytical systems with superior reproducibility when compared
with larger-scale methods. For dielectrophoretic cell separator to be more competitive,
M E M S and lab-on-a-chip technology can be exercised to provide D E P functionality.
Beyond D E P ' s capability of selective spatial manipulation and separation of cell
mixture, it has
micrometer-sized

found wide applications
bioparticles,

in diagnosis

characterization,

and manipulation of such

sorting

and

manipulation

of
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microorganism [6], D N A [7, 8], antigen-antibody bindings [9], or molecular biopolymer
[10]. The utility of D E P has also been extended to some other areas such as environment
and food industry. A s the background of what will be involved in this work, the essential
knowledge of dielectrophoresis and microelectromechanical system w i l l be discussed
below.

Dielectrophoresis
The terminology "dielectrophoresis" was coined to describe the force or motional
response of microscopic sized dielectric object(s), such as biological cells or inorganic
colloid particles suspended in aqueous dielectric media and subjected to inhomogeneous
alternating current (A.C.) electric field, by virtue of their polarizability. Dielectrophoresis
[11] is distinguished from well-known electrophoresis in the aspect that the matter whose
motion in electric field is studied appears to be uncharged or charged [12]. Neutral body
herein points to polarizable dielectrics discussed in the following.

Dielectrics & Polarization
Dielectrics, stated another way as insulators, are the kind of materials marked with
their capability of polarization through the perturbation of the arrangement of the
constituent charges when they are in an externally imposed electric field. A n d what's
more, there is no net charge transporting through the substance significantly in the
procedure. Although no absolutely insulating material exists in real life, some matters
still can be regarded as dielectric substances due to their extremely low conductivities.

4
The polarization of matter when affected by external electric field, which is the most
important property of dielectrics and reflects the blocked or restricted motion of charges
compared to conduction shown up as the continuous or semicontinuous motion of
charges, may arise in various ways:
1. Electronic polarization [13 - 15] is caused because the centers of positive and
negative charge of the atoms distort slightly in an imposed electric field.
2. Atomic polarization [16, 17] arises from differently charged atoms shifting with
respect to each other. Usually, organic solids do not possess evident such polarization
while in the case of inorganic compounds, this polarization contributes enormously, for
example, N a C l (an ionic solid).
3.0rientational or dipolar polarization [18 - 20] is generated when permanent dipoles
in molecules realign to reduce their potential energy in an external electric field.
4.Nomadic

polarization

[21],

which

has

two

types

(hyperelectronic

and

hyperprotonic polarization) on account of the presence of the two movable charges, that
is the electron and proton, is the pliant response of an appreciable number of thermally
excited roving charges on suitably long domains.
5.Interfacial polarization [22 - 25] is the result of the accumulation of charges or
carriers at the interfaces between different phases in an inhomogeneous dielectric due to
hindrance of their motion.
The above first four modes of polarization take place on the molecular scale, while
the last one occurs on a macroscopic scale.

The complex, frequency-dependent, relative permittivity £ {co) = £'{co) -

J£"{co),

reflecting the polarization characteristic of dielectrics, is written in the form of Debye
equation [26] shown as following.
e*(co) = £(ú))=e

£

+¡ f ' ~ ~ \

(1)

e

m

=

j£"(co)

,

-^d( S

( s~£~)
£

~ ~)

£

(\ + C0 T )
2

2

]

D

G

(\+C0 T )
2

2

D

where, T is Debye dielectric relaxation time.
D

The presence of £ „ in (1) enables instant response arising from part of the
polarization no matter how rapidly the applied electric field changes. Actually, material
capable of truly instantaneous responding does not really exist. But the approximation on
the rapid response of the polarization is still valid at frequencies, which satisfy CO » T ¿ ' ,
however are much lower than optical frequencies.

Conception & Characteristics of D E P
Unlike electrophoresis,

in which charged particle exposed to either uniform or

nonuniform electric field is pulled towards the electrode carrying the charge opposite to
that on the particle, dielectrophoresis operates on neutral particles, which experience a net
translational force merely under the circumstance of more attainable nonuniform field
and exhibit no motion when subject to uniform electric field. According to Figure 1, the
electric field intensity, rather than the field polarity determines the force and ensuing
direction of motion of an uncharged but polarized particle in the inhomogeneous electric
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field. Thus implies the feasibility of taking advantage of alternating electric field in such
a case without any side effect.

Figure 1: Neutral and charged body behavior comparison in an alternating
nonuniform electric field

A concept for the estimation of the net force [27 - 29] upon a small physical dipole in
a nonuniform electric field provides an effective starting point to formulate

the

electromechanics of particles under the conditions alike. A n elementary dipole consists of
two charges equal in magnitude but opposite in sign ( +qand -q)

located at a vector

distance d apart, under the action of a divergent electric field E(r),

as shown in Figure

7
2. Suppose that Ë(r)

includes no contributions due to the dipole itself and

is small

compared to the characteristic dimension of the electric field nonuniformity, i f all the
higher order terms of d are neglected but the dipole moment p = qd remains finite, then
the net force exerted on a point dipole [30] can be expressed as:
(2)

F dipole =

E(r

+

d)

E(f)

Dipole

Figure 2: Representation of an elementary dipole in a nonuniform electric field

Analogously, a small neutral particle in a nonuniform electric field É polarized with
induced moment at equilibrium will experience a net electric force F formularized as:
F = C -V)Ë
Peff

where p

eff

(3)

is the induced effective dipole moment aligned parallel to the impose field

and producing the same dipolar electrostatic potential as that generated by the moment
induced in the particle.

8
In a simple and ideal case of a sphere in a medium, both of which are 'perfect'
dielectrics, i.e., both materials have finite dielectric constants, but zero conductivity, the
induced effective dipole moment p

of the polarizable sphere with permittivity e

eff

and

radius a in the infinite medium of permittivity £ , and in an electric field with strength
m

É, is given by

Therefore,

F = 2m £...
3

£

p

~

£

VÉ

m

(5)

2

However, when ohmic losses are taken into account, a homogeneous spherical
particle of radius

a and complex permittivity £* , when immersed in a medium of
p

complex p e r m i t t i v i t y ^ and exposed to a spatially nonuniform A C electric field, the
time-average D E P force ^ F

(F )
DEP

D £ P

^ is characterized as follows:

= 2xz a>Re[K pEl
m

e

(6)

s

Where,
£
K

e=

*

I

— £

*

(7)

—,

From the macroscopic view of polarization, £

=£

- j — and £* = e
co
n

- j ^ - . These
co

formulations quantify the D E P force's resorting to particle radius, the gradient of electric
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field root-mean-square value squared V £
Mosotti factor ( C M F ) K ,
e

2
m ç

and the excess polarizability or Claussius-

which reflects the frequency dependent dielectric properties of

particle and surrounding medium. Its dependency on V £

2
r

m ï

reveals that the induced

time-average force is independent of the field polarity, which further highlights the
utilization of A C electric field.

Positive & Negative D E P
The excess polarizability K ,
e

also referred to as the Claussius-Mosotti polarization

factor ( C M P F ) , preserves a special importance in developing an appreciation for the
underlying feature of D E P force. In accordance with (6), the real component of

K

e

determines the direction of D E P force in two dimensions based on whether its sign is plus
or minus. That is, when the particle is more polarizable than its surrounding medium, i.e.
ReJA^ ] > 0 , the D E P force is positive and directed towards the region with increasing
field intensity. Similarly when the suspending medium is more polarizable than the
particle, i.e. R e [ . K ] < 0 , the D E P force is negative and therefore impels the particles to
e

regions of field intensity minimum. The above two states are defined as positive and
negative D E P , respectively. In the process of obtaining a better feel for these two
responses, the substitution of the complex expressions of £ * and £* in equation (7) [30]
m

results in

R

e

^

j

=

(£

P

- £ ) ( g + 2g», ) ^
m

p

2

+K

(£ +2e ) ú) +((J +2(T )
2

p

m

2

p

m

2

- ^

m

)(<r + 2<7,„ )
p
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The analysis of the influence on the polarity of Re[/sT ] due to interrelation of
e

permittivity and conductivity of particle and medium can be segmented into different
portions from the standpoint of various frequency ranges.
When co —> 0 , conductivity dominates and the real part of access polarizability can
be simplified as

R e f r > '~°
a

(9)

m

•

When a

> <7 , Re[K ] > 0, i.e. D E P is positive

•

When a'

< a , Re[K ] < 0 , i.e. D E P is negative

m

e

m

When co»0,

e

the dominant item is permittivity and the neglect of conductivity

gives
Re[*J = A Z Í ü L

( 1 0 )

•

When e

> £ , Re[K ] > 0 , i.e. positive D E P

•

When £

< £ , Re[À^ ] < 0 , i.e. negative D E P

p

m

e

m

Under the condition, which doesn't satisfy above terms, the crossing frequency co

c

at which positive or negative D E P transforms to its opposite effect and no D E P force
acting on particle will be calculated through setting Re[À^ ] as zero, that is ReJA^ ] = 0 .

rpi
,.
l
(gg The solving of R e ^ J = —
f

D

f

F

m

£

Xgp + 2g
•

W

ffl

+ {Op

——

(£ +2£ ) a) +(tJ +2cj )
2

p

rise to

m

2

2

p

m

-

<T„, )(<T +
J

2CT )
m

= 0 gives

11
\iPm - O ,,)((7 +2(7 )
-£,„)(£
+2£ )
p

m

p

(11)

m

It can be deduced that co cannot exist and D E P spectrum does not cross the xc

coordinate unless £

p

>£

m

and o

p

< o , or £
m

<£

p

m

and a

>o.

p

So the equation (11)

m

is only valid for the second and third conditions as outlined below.
W i t h previous analysis in mind, the following specific cases exhibit all the possible
D E P spectra for a particle with permittivity £
medium with permittivity £
•

If £

>£

suspended in

and conductivity <7 .

m

m

and o'

m

and conductivity o

p

>o,

no matter what co is, Rc[K ] > 0 , that means D E P

m

e

is in positive domain over all the frequency range (see Figure 3 (a)).
•

If £

p

>£

m

and a

<o ,
m

R e [ ^ ] < 0 at low frequencies when
£

co<co ;
c

Re[K ] > 0 within high frequency range when co > 0) (see Figure 3 (b)).
e

•

If £

p

c

<£

m

and o

p

>o

m

, at low frequencies when CO < co , D E P is positive;
c

while within high frequency range when co > co , D E P is negative (see Figure
c

3 (c)).
•

If £

p

<£

m

and o

p

< O , no matter what co is, R e [ A : J < 0 , that means D E P
m

is in negative domain over all the frequency range (see Figure 3 (d)).
This implies the careful selection or adjustment of medium dielectric properties so
that two species of particles experience opposite D E P forces in some frequency ranges
facilitates their physical separation. What's more, dielectric properties of medium can be
properly chosen to increase their displayed D E P difference no matter whether they
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experience D E P forces with the same direction or opposite directions. On the other hand,
for a given medium, better separation result is capable of being achieved through the
application of frequency range over which particles exhibit largest difference in the D E P
response.

Figure 3: Domain alteration of D E P spectrum depending on the polarizability of the
particle with respect to the medium in which it is suspended

Microstructure and Surface Micromachining
The separator built in the project is actually a microstructure instead of M E M S
device, although it was implemented through surface micromachining in microfabrication

13
technology.

Surface

micromachining

is

characterized

by

the

fabrication

of

microstructures from deposited thin films. Originally employed for integrated circuits,
films

composed

of

materials

such

as

low-pressure

chemical-vapor-deposition

polycrystalline silicon, silicon nitride, and silicon dioxides can be sequentially deposited
and selectively removed to build or "machine" three-dimensional structures

whose

functionality typically requires that they can be freed from the planar substrate. Surface
micromachining is based upon the process steps used repetitively to produce integrated
circuits. It is therefore grounded in the use of photolithography to define patterns that are
subsequently selectively subjected to chemical processing steps that either modify the
properties of the silicon substrate or else define the geometries of overlying thin films
deposited on the substrate.
Although the process to accomplish this fabrication dates from the 1960's, its rapid
extension

over the

past few

years

and

its application to batch

micromechanisms and of monolithic M E M S

fabrication of

make a thorough review of

surface

micromachining appropriate at this time. B y the 1980's, improvements in thin-film
deposition and increased understanding of the micromechanical properties of such films
allowed

thin-film

microstructures

to be

formed

by

selective

sacrificial

etching.

Polysilicon surface micromachining was quickly recognized as a promising technology
and employed at both academic and industrial laboratories. The IC industry in the
intervening two decades had made great strides and provided a mature infrastructure for
surface micromachining. A n d recent developments hold promise to extend markedly the
capabilities of surface micromachining technologies.
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This thesis involves work of putting isomotive theory's capability of particle
separation into practice. W i t h the planar electrode layout based on the theory verified by
electrostatic simulation and manufactured through microfabrication technology, three
modes for practical realization have been developed. Through chip assembly associated
with introduced fluid flow's functionality of transportation, one among them has been
authenticated in real experiment.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
The

application of the understanding towards D E P to develop mass-producible

microdevices and systems for cell fractionation [31, 32] has spawned groups of
substantiated separation methods exemplified by D E P migration [33, 34], D E P affinity or
D E P retention [35, 36], dielectrophoretic field-flow fractionation ( D E P - F F F ) [37, 38]. A l l
of them utilized excited planar electrodes responsible for generation of nonuniform
electric field for D E P purpose, although all these electrodes feature with different
topologies.

DEP Separation Methods
To develop an intuitive feeling on those state-of-the-art

cell separation methods

available in the category of D E P for the time being, they will be discussed one by one in
this chapter.

D E P Migration
Initially, in the case known as D E P migration, the dielectrophoretic isolation of
different cell types from cell mixtures was demonstrated through the image analysis
technique. This is possible because by suitable choices of applied frequency and cell
suspension medium, different cells, experiencing positive or negative D E P force, will be
induced to collect at highly inhomogeneous electric field regions or repelled away from
such regions. Under this motive power, different types of cells within a mixture will be
driven to migrate to different regions of a microelectrode structure and form the cell
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isolation image for analysis. Consequently, the discrimination of cell subpopulations has
been realized. The problem of this method is that cells cannot be collected separately for
further processing.

D E P Affinity or D E P Retention
In another method referred to as D E P affinity or D E P retention, competition between
D E P forces and fluid-flow forces is exploited to selectively trap target cells from a cell
mixture at electrode edges via strong positive D E P force and to hold them against an
imposed fluid-flow stream, while negative D E P force is used to repel other cells from
electrodes so that they are levitated in the channel and easier to be swept out of the
chamber. In the procedure, the electric field frequency is reduced gradually for freeing
the cells other than target ones. The retained target cells are released, eluted, and
collected separately through removal of electric field after all other cells freed by the
reduction of frequency are swept out. This method introduces a new disadvantage that is
separation can't be continuous.

Dielectrophoretic Field-Flow Fractionation (DEP-FFF)
More recently, dielectrophoretic field-flow

fractionation ( D E P - F F F ) was taken

advantage to separate blood cells. In a chamber whose bottom surface is equipped with
an array of microfabricated, interdigitated electrodes that are energized with A C electric
signals, different cells are levitated at different equilibrium heights according to the
balance of D E P and sedimentation forces. Hence those at different heights are transported
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at different velocities under the influence of a parabolic flow profile that is established in
the chamber and are thereby spatially separated through individual collection of them at
the outlet in view of their possessed

differing elution time, shown in Figure 4.

Appropriate voltage signals are applied to the microelectrodes so that only negative D E P
force is present for all cells to be levitated in the chamber. This one still has the
disadvantage that D E P affinity has.

Figure 4: The principle of dielectrophoretic field-flow fractionation (DEP-FFF)

Besides

these mentioned

conventional D E P methods

for

fractionating

cells,

travelling wave has also been investigated to affect cell separation in some papers [39 41].
Because the interaction between cells will influence D E P force employed for the
separation, all these separations are based on isolated cells in a dilute suspension. Then
the D E P force on individual cells instead of on a batch of cells plays an important role in
the separations.
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Planar Electrode Structure Summarization
In general, the castellated and (or) interdigitated planar electrode structure is in most
common use for particle manipulation and separation

[42 - 47], embodying the

applications in all three conventional D E P cell separation methods discussed above. Their
electrode structures are shown in Figure 5, where (a) is schematic outline of interdigitated
castellated electrodes, (b) is just interdigitated structure, and (c) is castellated structure.

(a) [42]

(b) [43]

(c) [46]

Figure 5: Castellated and (or) interdigitated electrode structure

The following polynomial electrode design (Figure 6) has also been utilized in D E P
migration [48] now and then.
The isolation process using D E P affinity can be carried out on a silicon chip
containing a five-by-five array of microlocations [49], which contain underlying circular
platinum electrodes, as shown in Figure 7. The electrodes marked in darker color share
the same polarity and the ones in the other shade share the opposite polarity.
From the picture of its fabricated electrodes (Figure 8), every microelectrode can be
addressed individually and furthermore simplifies their controllability.
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Figure 6: Polynomial electrode design [48]

momo*
o # o « o

O •000
Figure 7: The illustration of the checkerboard addressing of the 5x5 electrodes [49]

T w o travelling wave dielectrophoresis separation channels [40] are shown in Figure
9, an open channel with offset electrode elements and a channel having a ladder-type
form, which can operate as a mini-conveyor belt. Both channels are electrically energized
by applying four quadrature sinusoidal voltages to the four busbars.
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Figure 8: Picture of fabricated microelectrode array [49]

Figure 9: The multi-layer microelectrode structure for travelling wave D E P [40]

Figure 10 is a schematic drawing of two designs of travelling-wave dielectrophoresis
arrays for separation operation with a four-phase signal [41]. (a) shows a 10 electrode
array constructed using conventional single layer lithography with each electrode
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separately connected to one of four phases. In contrast, (b) shows a design for an array
constructed using multilayering techniques, in which the number of electrodes is limited
only by the size of the substrate.

Single TWD array
comprising 10
electrodes

(a) a schematic diagram of a 10-electrode single-layer T W D array, with each electrode
individually connected to a bonding pad
T W D arrays with up to 5000

electrodes in each track
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(b) a schematic outline of an electrode constructed using multilayer methods similar to
the production of double-sided printed circuit boards
Figure 10: A schematic diagram of two designs of travelling-wave D E P arrays [41]
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It is obvious for Figure 10 (b) that the four-phase signal is carried across the device
by busbars, which are separated from the electrodes by a thin layer of insulator. Every
fourth electrode is connected through the insulator to one of the busbars. Only four
bonding pads are required and the number of electrodes in the array is limited by the
physical size of the device.
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CHAPTER THREE: NEW APPROACH PROPOSAL
The application of dielectrophoresis to separate two or more types of particles
present in a suspending medium requires more care in electrode design, when noting that
some electrode configurations serve poorly. Nonuniform electric fields can be readily
achieved using cylindrical or spherical shaped electrode geometries, however such
electrode configurations give rise to D E P forces that vary quite drastically with the
location of the investigated particle [5]. So uniform treatment of the particle for such
electrode configurations is not readily achieved in practice. Since very large differences
in D E P force experienced by particle arise merely because of its physical placement in
nonuniform electric field, the influence on D E P force from particle position may mask
that due to the differences in particle properties. The major problem with this is that sharp
separation of particles cannot be expected between those, which don't differ distinctly in
their dielectric properties. Thus efficient separation of particles based on the differences
in dielectric properties cannot be readily achieved in such cases.

Isomotive Theory
Recalling the D E P force equation (6), its dependency on the position of particle
comes from that of gradient of electric field intensity squared on its site. A s a result, this
sensitivity in the D E P force to the location of the particle can be overcome i f V E

2
m ç

is

made constant and independent of particle location in the nonuniform electric field. In a
specific electric field, referred to as an "isomotive" electric field [50], the positional
dependence of

VE

rms

is eliminated so that V £ '

2
/

mi

is constant everywhere in this field
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topography. In such an isomotive electric field, the motion of particle induced by D E P
force is completely determined

by its polarization properties,

which provides

the

capability of satisfactory differential separation of mixture of particles with differing
dielectric compositions.
The assumption of medium as a linear and isotropic dielectric commences
elimination of unwanted dependency

the

on the spatial location of particle. Excluding

bunching effect, that is no effect to the test particle from others nearby, and ignoring the
modification of the medium to the field distribution, the localized field at a given region
is determined by electrode configurations. In such a case, the geometric field distribution
exhibits the relationships shown as

( ¿ • V ) £ = |£|V|É| = ^ V | É |

(12)

2

If the dielectric body is isotropically, linearly, and homogeneously polarizable, i.e.,
p

eff

=âvE,

where à

is the tensor polarizability or dipole moment per unit volume in

unit field, and v is the volume of the body, the expression in (3) can be rewritten as:

F = âv(Ë • V ) £ = âu|£|vJ£| = ^ « v V | E |

2

( 13)

In cylindrical coordinates, a solution to Laplace equation for the potential V in the
charge-free space between

electrodes,

|V| V = 0,

which subjects to the condition

satisfying isomotive situation is
V = Ar

n

sm(n0)

Given that È = - V V , that is

(14)
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(dV

E =

Ì3
f'

(15)

r

The generated electric field can be deduced to be
É = -nAr ~
n

Since â

r

and â

r

e

(16)

are unit vectors, then

0

E

[â sin(rc#) + â cos(n#)]

x

= nAr

(17)

and hence
n(n-\)Ar ~ a
n

(18)

2

r

Therefore,
EN

n (n-\)A r "^â
2

2

(19)

2

r

Substitution of the result (equation 19) into equation (13) yields
F

=avn (n-\)A r ~*a
2

2

2n

r

(20)

If the force is to remain a constant along a vector along the radius, that is
F = Fa

r

(21)

the elimination of r 's influence on the magnitude of force ( F ) requires that 2n - 3 = 0 ,
i.e. n = — . Thus, it is ready to know that
2

A -

2

\2F

3 v va

(22)

N o w , the equation describing equipotential surfaces of potential V in the isomotive
field assumes the following form:
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(23)

V=-J—r sin(30/2)
3 V va
3 / 2

An

electrode

geometry

that physically describes

the

above

relationship

for

synthesizing an isomotive electric field is shown in Figure 11. The curved electrodes are
maintained at a potential +V and - V , respectively, and the solid conductor is held at
ground potential (OV).

Solid Conductor

Figure 11: Cross section view of an isomotive electrode structure

Practical Electrode Structure
This three dimensional isomotive electrode structure from a practical view is not
readily realized and furthermore difficult to integrate for lab-on-a-chip applications. To
overcome such limitations, we utilized a discrete array of planar electrodes, which can be
more

readily fabricated

furthermore

integrated

and

implemented

using microfabrication technology

and

with other microfluidic components. The complanation and

discretization of the spatial continuous electrode structure to an array of planar and
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discrete electrodes to approximate the isomotive electric field is shown in Figure 12. T o
analogize the isomotive field profile produced by the theoretical spatial

electrode

structure, and to maintain its symmetry as well, electrodes on the top are biased with
different positive voltages while those at the bottom are tailored with corresponding
negative ones (see Figure 12).

+V

n

+Vn+1

+Vn+2

+V 3

+V 4

"V 3

-V 4

n+

n+

V=0

"Vn

-V

n +

1

-V 2
n +

n +

n +

Figure 12: Cross section view of discrete planar isomotive electrode structure

The stretch of above two-dimensional structure to space gives rise to this structure's
three-dimensional formation, as shown in Figure 13. Observed from its top, the threedimensional structure will give an idea on electrode appearance, which is manifested as a
group of parallel strips with fixed gaps between them.
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Planar Electrode Array
Figure 13: Three-dimensional view of the electrode structure realization and its top
view of electrodes

Schemes of Practical Realization
In addition to the isomotive D E P force discussed previously, a particle immersed in
the fluid also experiences other forces, such as a drag force from fluid, buoyant force and
a gravitational force. In practice, it is the combination of all these forces instead of just
D E P force that really influences the motion of particles in reality. The assorted utilization
of these available forces provides three schemes for practical realization of this separation
approach distinguished from one another through their actual placement of discrete
planar electrode array.
Among the three schemes, the cell fractionation process can be implemented with the
planar electrode array being housed either horizontally or vertically. The first scheme is
shown in Figure 14, where the chip is positioned horizontally so that the electrode array
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faces upward. Herein, fluid flow is employed to transport particles in a channel parallel to
track of discrete electrodes, while the D E P force functions to drive deflection of particle.
Meanwhile the vertically directed buoyant force, gravity and D E P force component in zdirection are balanced so that particle can be levitated at an equilibrium height. Not only
positive D E P but also negative D E P are involved in the operation for deflecting different
cell populations towards the left or right, furthermore achieving segregation export of
sorted cells. T o achieve this purpose, cells are supposed to be imported from an identical
initial point located at the middle of the separating channel as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: First scheme with horizontal placement of chip and parallel of electrodes
to horizon

In the second scheme, the chip is mounted vertically parallel to the z-axis while those
electrodes patterned on it are maintained perpendicular to the horizon that is x-y plane as
well, as shown in Figure 15. In such a condition, both the imposed fluid flow and gravity
of particle itself work as the motive power for driving it to move along the elongate
electrodes, however either positive or negative D E P force is still responsible for particle
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fractionation. This setup is distinct from the first one because the gravitational force of
particle doesn't need to be balanced for its lévitation in the chamber. A s the case
discussed previously, cell mixture should also be input at somewhere same in the middle
of the channel.
Fluid Flow

Figure 15: Second scheme with vertical placement of chip and perpendicularity of
electrodes to horizon

In this third configuration, still the chip is mounted again vertically, however, the
electrode array is maintained parallel to horizontal x-y plane, see Figure 16. A t the time
fluid flow carries particles along the electrode strips at an mean velocity, the net force
acting on various cells in vertical direction F ,
z

relies on balance of gravity, buoyant

force, drag force and D E P force on them, that is
*z

=

F gravity

+

^DEP

+

^buoyant

+

F drag

(24)
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The net force partially influenced by D E P force will be in charge of the time required
for cells' falling down to the bottom. Consider this in another way, the distance they go
horizontally at the moment ready to be out is determined by this force. In other words,
F, decides where cells w i l l be swept out and cells characterized by their different
properties or saying D E P force can be output from differing places, thus enables their
spatial separation. Contrasted to two previous schemes, cells start their journey for
discrimination at the same point, but around the top of the chip at this time.

Fluid Flow

Figure 16: Third scheme with vertical placement of chip and parallel of electrodes
to horizon

According to the equipment setup available in our laboratory, the first scheme is
chosen for being put into practice.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ELECTROSTATIC SIMULATION
Computer-Aided Engineering ( C A E ) plays a vital role in today's

engineering

workplace. The advent of microcomputers, with high-speed numeric processors and
interactive graphics capabilities, has brought the benefits of C A E within the reach of
most engineers and scientists. Until recently, the most common methods used for solving
electric field designs have been the finite difference or finite element methods. The
drawbacks of these methods include slow response time, the need for huge amounts of
input data, inaccurate calculation of derived functions of potential, and the inability to
deal with open region problems. Programs using these methods generally are not very
easy to learn or use. They also require expensive computer hardware in order to solve
moderate to large problems. But whilst, the boundary element method ( B E M ) of
calculating field distributions and transmission line parameters is recognized as one of the
most powerful field solution algorithms available.
ELECTRO

(2D & Rotational Symmetric) and C O U L O M B

(3D) combine the

efficiency of the boundary element method with a powerful, yet easy-to-use,

user

interface to alleviate the shortcomings of older methods while offering advanced
simulation

features.

These

electrostatic

analysis packages,

offered

by

Integrated

Engineering Software in Winnipeg, M B , Canada, are designed to help solve the specific
problems inherent in the design and analysis of electric equipment. They incorporate a
number of important features that work together to provide a fast, easy-to-learn, efficient,
and reliable working tool, manifested through providing users with a wide variety of
analysis options, including the ability to create contour plots and graphs of field
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quantities. Macroscopic parameters such as forces, torques and capacitances can also be
calculated.
Analyzing a design with the programs requires the device's physical description.
A n d some general steps should be followed to analyze the design:
1. First draw the boundaries and place the materials in the appropriate regions.
2. Then assign the boundary conditions. N o finite element meshes are required here,
and just divide the boundaries and interfaces into small segments or surfaces
(boundary elements).
3. Finally select the type and mode of analysis required, and the resultant field
parameter can be drawn out and displayed after the solving of the problem.
Considering the isomotive structure can definitely be simplified as a two dimensional
problem for electric field analysis, Electro V 5 . 1 , a 2-D electric field solver, was utilized
extensively to model and characterize the isomotive discrete planar electrode array.

Geometric Model
Electro is designed to solve real world, two-dimensional electromagnetic problems.
In order to properly simulate the performance of any system using Electro, the physical
properties describing the system that is a geometric model of the physical system is
required and must first be constructed. This can be done by using the built in geometric
modeler supplied, or alternatively, files can be imported directly from many of the most
popular commercial C A D packages. A complete model consists of:
•

The model's geometry
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•

Material properties

•

Sources and boundary conditions
i

•

The boundary element assignment
It may be observed that the isomotive electrode structure is symmetrical about the x-

axis. This same symmetry is attained in the discrete planar electrode array by arranging
the electrodes and suitably biasing the individual electrode elements. This arrangement
however requires that the electrodes be biased by two independent voltage sources (+V
and - V ) . T o overcome the need for two-voltage source, and still attain the isomotive
character of the electric field, only one half of the structure, like what is shown in Figure
17, is sufficient in practice. This structure produces the same isomotive field by just using
the bottom half part of the discrete planar electrode structure shown before and the top
plate maintained at ground potential.

v=o

Î
h

Spherical
Test Particle

Ground
Plate
Electrode
Cross Section _y

Í

n

Figure 17: Halved electrode structure with analogous isomotive effect

Recalling the electrostatic potential expression, which defines equipotential surfaces
capable of sustaining the isomotive relationship in (23), the scalar potential field is
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infinite in extent, leading to failing in existence of a simple finite model allowing for
precise representation in a bounded geometry simulator. In real simulation process,
limited number of electrodes, tailored individually based on isomotive potential spatial
distribution, were built as its geometric model.
A 2-D geometry model, having the same form as Figure 17 to represent the discrete
isomotive structure, was constructed in Electro V5.1 for the purpose of verification of the
analytically results described earlier.
The cylindrical coordinate (see Figure 18) of the nth. electrode among the discrete
set of N points is defined by
r„ = y¡x +h

2

(25)

= arctan

(26)

2

n

and

6

n

where,
x„ = x, + (n - \)x

(27)

d

From Figure 18, h represents the vertical spacing of the electrode array from the ground
plane. The abscissa of the middle point of the nth electrode x can be obtained from that
n

of the first electrode x, and the distance between every two neighbouring electrodes'
middle points

x.
d

The substitution of the acquired r and 0 in cylindrical coordinate into the equation
(23) gives rise to the electric potential at each point, through which the biasing voltage on
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each electrode is attained. After obtaining the potentials at the discrete set of points, the
set of voltages was normalized before they are added on those coplanar electrodes
mounted vertically at a height h under a grounded conducting plate to emulate the
isomotive electric field.

-Vi

l

-V

N

Xn
Figure 18: Definition of cylindrical coordinate of discrete planar electrode

Thanks to Electro simulator's function of force calculation as well as electric field
analysis, the electric field created by the discrete structure was analyzed while the force
acting on a particle inside was computed automatically by this electrostatic modeling
software package.
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Electric Field Analysis
W i t h the absence of a particle within this discrete planar isomotive electrode
structure, the electric field analysis for the 2-D geometry model was iterated until preset
accuracy was reached. The field analysis results are output and can be displayed in the
form of graph, arrow, contour and so on. A n example plot of such an output of the
electric field magnitude along the horizontal line (Figure 19) located in the middle within
the structure is shown in Figure 20.

discrete
isomotive ~\
y
structure

middle line

O

Figure 19: Coordinate and middle line in the discrete isomotive structure

From the theory of isomotive electric field, the position dependency of D E P force is
contributed by the variation of VE

1

D E P force, VE

1

with distance from electrodes. To maintain identical

must be independent of location, i.e. it must be constant everywhere in

the chamber. Since VE

2

can also be analyzed as IE

VE, this furthermore means that

the multiplication of electric field intensity and its gradient must be constant. Its electric
field gradient magnitude variation with the change of horizontal position in the discrete
isomotive structure indicated in Figure 21 is readily calculated based on the electric field
intensity data obtained through the simulation.
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Figure 20: Simulated electric field intensity along the middle line in the discrete
isomotive structure
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Figure 21: Calculated gradient magnitude of electric field intensity along the middle
line in the discrete isomotive structure
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Suggested in Figure 20 and Figure 21, when electric field intensity is small, its
gradient has a large value, and with the increase of E, the gradient is decreasing. This
characteristic facilitates the possibility of constant
furthermore

constant

D E P force. The VE

2

E VE,

i.e. constant

VE ,
2

and

curve in Figure 22, acquired by the

multiplication of E and VE, indeed shows that it has the same value through the electric
field except the mutations at the two ends of the curve, which is the fringing effect due to
the truncation of the model.
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Figure 22: Gradient of electric field squared in the discrete isomotive structure

In respect that both voltage contour and electric field arrow plot can be illustrated
from field analysis results, the simulated electric field distribution of this discrete
isomotive structure and its equipotential surface as well were extracted from the results,
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as shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24. Each arrow in the electric field plot represents the
amplitude and direction of the electric field at the center of its tail, while every grayscale
in the voltage contour stands for a certain voltage level.
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Figure 23: Simulated electric field distribution of the discrete isomotive structure
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Figure 24: Simulated equipotential surfaces of the discrete isomotive structure

It may be noticed that the discrete isomotive structure's electric field distribution
drawn out from examination of the field is similar to that in spatial structure, which
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situation is exactly the same as what is expected. A t the same time, the study of the
voltage contour implies the equipotential surfaces produced by the discrete isomotive
structure coincide with the spatial shaped isomotive structure highlighted with its
description of the equipotential surfaces.

D E P Force Profile
Besides the capability of electric field analysis, the force on a particle within the
physical structure can also be calculated, which enables the acquiring of D E P force
profile of the structure as well as the isomotive effective regions within the structure.
However, before this is done, the correctness of the built in model and the package's
force calculation should be verified.
Further validations of this geometric model and the force calculation of the Electro
simulator were conveniently accomplished on account of D E P force's proportional
relationship to the cube of particle radius
Therefore,

when

all other

parameters are

(F <xa )
3

DEP

fixed,

as implied in equation (6).
software

computed

D E P force

experienced by the particles located at the same place should alter accordingly with the
change of particle size and exhibit linear relationship with the cube of particle radius. To
get this confirmed, the radius of a particle positioned at the middle of the structure was
scaled up from 50um to 70uxn, whilst the D E P force acting on it was calculated at every
step when its size changed. The simulation results proved the presence of predicted linear
relationship, and what's more, from Figure 25, the force in x-direction, which is supposed
to be constant, is dominant and plays an important role in the force effect as expected.
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The line symboled with filled dots represents the relationship between force in xdirection and the particle radius cubed, and the open dotted line is for force in y-direction,
while the line with filled triangles stands for combined force magnitude.
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Figure 25: Relationship of simulated forces with cube of particle radius

Influence of Ground Plate's Height above Electrode Array
Keeping the verified reliability of the discrete isomotive model and its force
calculation in mind, the influence of other factors on the electric field distribution and the
induced D E P force on particle need attention. A m o n g them, the first parameter should be
considered is the space between the bottom planar microelectrode array and the top
ground plate above it. F r o m an analytic sense, the casual selection of this spacing or to
speak plainly, the height of the chamber may result in the distortion of constant D E P
force profile to some extent.
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Figure 26: Simulated D E P force profile of particle when ground plate is at different
heights

To inspect to what extent its influence would be, the force profile of a particle with
fixed size and located in the middle between the electrode array and the ground plate
when it was transported from the left to the right part of the structure was simulated and
plotted for the different heights (from 200uxn to l,000u.m) away from the bottom
electrode, at which the ground plate was set. Its resultant force profile is shown in the
above graph (Figure 26). This three-dimensional graph depicts the influence of ground
plate height on the force undergone by the particle within the structure. A s can be seen,
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when the analysed height is not sufficient, the simulated force profile is not even and
displays undulations, although the absolute magnitude of force at this moment can be
relatively much larger. A l o n g with the increase of the ground plate height, the curve
representing force profile becomes smoother, however, its absolute magnitude decreases,
due to the inverse proportion relationship of the electric field intensity and the distance
between electrodes biased with opposite polarity. These simulated results assist an
individual need to design the chamber height with especial caution and avoid nonadvisable selection of too spacious (more than ten times larger than particle size) or too
narrow (comparable to particle size) space for particle to travel through.

Figure 27: Simulated D E P force profile of particle with size smaller than or
compatible to electrode dimension
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Influence on Force Profile from the Particle Size

Figure 28: Simulated D E P force profile of particle with size much larger than that
of electrode

After the discussion of chamber height had been done, another parameter, which is
the dimension of the spherical test particle located in the structure, should be taken into
consideration, when it comes to the possibility that particle size may also be able to affect
the isomotive force profile in the model as well. Consequently, the same force profile as
the previous one was computed, however, the radius of particle took the place as variable
at this time besides that the chamber height was maintained as a constant. The following
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simulations were performed based on the choice of ground plate height as 1,000|J,m away
from the discrete planar electrode array. Figure 27 and Figure 28 are three-dimensional
graphs revealing the D E P force profile for particle of various radii (size smaller than or
compatible to electrode dimension and size much larger than that of electrode,
respectively). A s confirmed before, it is obvious that the force is increasing with the
amplification of the particle dimension.
Although it is not so visible because of their small magnitudes, bumps indeed exist in
the D E P force profiles possessed by those small particles. The same kind of wave also
unfolds before one's eyes very clearly for those particles with quite huge radii. A s a
result, the reasonable selection for the size of test particle is of importance for the
simulation, i f go further, the general dimension of model cells can affect the real
experiment.

General Isomotive D E P Force Profile
In order to examine the capability of generating the electric field with equivalent
isomotive character in this discrete model, the general D E P force profile of a particle
induced by this structure was calculated with the ground plate height and particle radius
fixed as 1,000um and 50nm, respectively. Initially, a spherical test particle is positioned
at the center of the structure to characterize this discrete isomotive model.
In the first run, the particle is placed at horizontal center and parametrically elevated
from the bottom to the top as shown in Figure 17. A t each height, the 2-D solver is used
to calculate the D E P force experienced by the test particle. The results of the parametric
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Electro simulation, which reflect the force on particle at various vertical displacements,
are presented in Figure 29. The absolute values of computed forces shown on vertical
axis are determined by voltages on those electrodes for a given definition of other
relevant parameters, such as dielectric property of the particle and its size. What we are
really concerned with here is the forces profile instead of their absolute values. The flat
middle part of the curve indicates that the D E P force is constant and

furthermore

independent of the particle height.

1e-9 i

1

Height (mm)

Figure 29: Simulated vertical force profile of a particle in the discrete isomotive
structure

In

another

simulation run, the

particle

is placed at

a vertical center

and

parametrically translated from left to right. A s before, the D E P force is computed at each
horizontal position for acquiring the force profile related to particle's horizontal position.
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The simulation results yield a flat line again through the middle of the structure, as
illustrated in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Simulated horizontal force profile of a particle in the discrete isomotive
structure

The confirmation of isomotive effective region of the discrete structure can be
accomplished by positioning the test particle at different locations within the structure to
analyze its corresponding force undergone. A t the bottom, the particle was parametrically
translated from left to right. After this loop, it was elevated from the bottom to higher
places, and then the previous loop was repeated at every given height until the particle
was raised to the top. A t each position, the 2-D solver was used to calculate the D E P
force experienced

by the

test particle. The D E P forces

on particle at

displacements are represented in three-dimensional form as shown in Figure 31.

various
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In a large area of the structure (about 72% of the total volume), the D E P force is
constant

and

independent

of the

particle position, and

the

isomotive behavior

discrepancies at edges arise from fringing effects due to truncation.
It can be seen from above figures that the force is independent of not only the
vertical distance of particle from electrodes but also horizontal location of particle, which
suggests the discrete planar structure is indeed capable of synthesizing an isomotive force
profile over an appreciable region enclosed by the discrete and ground plate electrode
assembly. This is in close agreement with what is expected.

Figure 31: Three-dimensional representation of force profile of a particle in the
discrete isomotive structure
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Figure 32: Normalized force profile simulated from Coulomb

This conclusion was further testified by employing the 3-D electric field simulator
(Coulomb V5.1) to repeat the process of calculating horizontal isomotive force profile
mentioned previously, however, utilizing Electro. In such an environment, to minimize
truncation edge effects, the length of each electrode was taken to be 3mm long, and all
force computations were completed at the midline.
Remember that isomotive electric field is distinguished from others through the
3
-2
elimination of r influence by imposing n = — for V E
in cylindrical coordinates,

therefore, V

can be portrayed as
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Its substitution into D E P force formula and the disregard of ohmic loss result in the
simplified expression for theoretical isomotive D E P force ready to be estimated as

3

*-p
m
£ +2e,

(29)

p

The comparison of simulated D E P force from Coulomb with its corresponding one
calculated from theory was performed with the computed real voltages applied on those
electrodes without any normalization beforehand in the simulation. From the normalized
force profile, which is realized through dividing simulated force by theoretical force,
shown in Figure 32, the simulated force is not only constant throughout the central region
of the discrete structure, but also consistent with the theoretical isomotive D E P force.
This outcome authenticates the correctness of the discrete planar isomotive model once
again.
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C H A P T E R FIVE: FLUIDIC S Y S T E M A S S E M B L Y
N o w that the analytical discrete planar isomotive model deduced from the theory
was verified through a series of electrostatic simulations from every point of view as
demonstrated in the previous chapter, we proceeded to fabricate and assemble the fluidic
system in preparation for real world experiments. In general, this procedure is composed
of the design and microfabrication of chip housing microelectrodes, the implementation
of printed circuit board for voltage biasing, the machining of separation chamber with
inlet and outlet ports connecting to the macro world and the assembly of all these
components into a fluid system. In the subsequent sections, these mentioned steps will be
described in detail.

Microchip Design
Thinking over that the electrode array built up in demand is actually a M E M S
structure, the two processes provided by C M C (Canadian Microelectronics Corporation)
that are suitable for M E M S manufacture, which are Mitel 15 (1.5-micron C M O S ) targeted
at bulk micromachining and M U M P s (Multi-User M E M S Processes) utilized for surface
micromachining, were chosen to implement this discrete planar electrode array. The 1.5micron C M O S technology is a double polysilicon, double metal process, with 5 volts
nominal

operating

voltage.

Bulk

micromachining process

refers

to

mechanical

microstructures formed by etching directly into the wafer. The process entails etching
from the backside of the wafer to form through holes and cavities for microfluidic
chambers, trenches for optical alignment, and suspended beams for thermomechanical
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sensing, among others. The M U M P s technology is a triple polysilicon, single metal
surface micromachining process with deposited oxide (PSG) as the sacrificial material,
and silicon nitride for electrical isolation from the substrate. Surface micromachining
evolved directly from IC fabrication methods of deposition, pattern, and etch, though
there are major differences. Thicker films are required for mechanical behavior and as
some of the layers are sacrificially released to allow for free-moving parts, layers must be
resistant to sacrificial etchants such as hydrofluoric acid. Photolithography is relied upon
for accurate placement and definition as M E M S die have much more topography than IC
die. These thicker layers also challenge etch technology.
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Figure 33: Cross section view of non-workable structure using M U M P s

In this technology, there is no other choice but the utilization of the metal layer on
the surface to implement the electrodes required. Meanwhile, the third polysilicon layer
Poly2 that is just under the metal layer can be utilized for realizing the resistance between
every two neighboring electrodes. In addition, since PolyO and P o l y l are not in use, to
assure the mechanical and electrical connections of those electrodes, Poly2 must also be
employed as supporter for every electrode. Just as many other commercial processes, the
layers must be deposited in proper sequence in this process, which means Poly2 must be
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deposited on Oxide2 and cannot be on the Nitride layer directly without oxide layer.
However, the design shown in Figure 33 is obviously not a feasible design because oxide
layers will be released in post-process. Physically this design cannot be realized without
the application of other attaching blocks or anchors. The best way to avoid the problem is
to use A N C H O R S so that the direct contact between Poly2 and Nitride layer can be
reached. Since Poly2 is capable of filling and covering A N C H O R 2 completely, the
following design in Figure 34 may then be realized.
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Figure 34: Cross section view of feasible structure using M U M P s

In the practical realization of this, the supporting Poly2 for every electrode needs to
be separate for electrical insulation, while the resistor Poly2 must be connected together
for electrical connection. The cross section views for these two parts after the removal of
two oxide layers are shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36, respectively. For the sake that the
metal layer, a thin adhesion layer of chromium and 0.5|0,m of gold, is evaporated and
patterned by lift-off, it does not provide good conformability over large steps and both
electrical and mechanical connection over these steps is poor. In the interest of
confronting the undesirable metal lines failure over Poly2 steps or production of very
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high resistances, the dimension of the anchor is set to be 3pm to evade the possible
formation of Poly2 layer with depressed surface. Another issue that needs be considered
relates to the convenience of adjusting the biasing voltage between every two
neighboring electrodes, followed by the inference that resistance cannot be fixed
completely. T o assure them to be adjustable, all the internal resistors are initially set to
have the same value, so that the adjustment of biasing voltage is absolutely dependent
upon the parallel connection of external parallel resistors to electrodes. Due to the huge
number of electrodes, it is impractical to have an adjusting external resistor for every
internal resistor; therefore all the electrodes are grouped for external parallel resistors to
simplify the adjustment.
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Figure 35: Final electrode structure for the portion without resistors
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Figure 36: Final electrode structure for the portion with resistors
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The structure discussed above was realized in L-Edit (layout editor included in
Tanner M E M S Pro v2.00) using M U M P s technology, and as shown in Figure 37, most
chip area is occupied by planar electrodes together with those small squares at the bottom
functioning as bonding pads. The cross sectional view generated from the 3 D solid model
view of the design in L - E d i t for one electrode shown in Figure 38 is compatible with
previous theoretical imagination.
9,700pm

4,750pm

Figure 37: Prototype of designed chip using M U M P s in L-Edit and its magnified
partial electrode view

Mitel 15 and C M O S 0.35pm process ( C M O S P 3 5 ) were also used to implement an
array of parallel coplanar electrodes on the surface of a chip with the same structure as
those made in M U M P s . The top metal layer was designed to shape electrodes and
polysilicon layers were used to realize the biasing resistor chain.
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Withal, a parallel coplanar electrodes array was practically realized using thin goldon-chrome metal film deposited on an insulating glass substrate and patterned using
photolithography. O n this chip, there is no internal biasing resistor, and every electrode is
physically separated and connected with a bonding pad individually, which is technically
allowable for as much as only forty electrodes laid out on it. This chip is relatively large
compared

to others; nevertheless it brings forth

the

advantage of better optical

observation through transparent glass substrate, as can be seen in Figure 39.

Figure 38: Cross sectional view of a single electrode generated from 3D solid model
view of the design in L-Edit

Figure 39: Photograph of electrode array fabricated on glass substrate
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The physical specifications for the dimension and resistance parameters of the
designed chips using the processes stated previously are given in Table 1.

Chip Size
(pm)

Parameters
of
Electrode

MUMPs

Mitel 15

CMOSP35

Glass Chip

Length

9,700

10,000

10,000

65,000

Width

4,750

10,000

10,000

11,000

Length (pm)

9,394

10,000

10,000

53,000

Width (pm)

10.0

10.0

10.0

-60

Spacing (pm)

9.0

8.0

8.0

-40

Number

201

361

331

40

Groups

10

12

11

N/A

20

20

9.53

N/A

Single (Q)

60

40

19.06

N/A

Group (Q)

1.2k

1.2k

571.8

N/A

Resistivity (Q/square)
Internal
Resistance

Table 1: Parameters of the designed chips for various fabrication processes

When all comes to all, the real experiments were undertaken utilizing the chip
fabricated on a glass substrate.

P C Board Design
Resistors are applied to divide voltage so that those electrodes arranged on the chip
can be biased as required to produce the isomotive electric field. B y reason of
impracticable direct connection of resistors with small size electrodes, the individual
electrodes of the planar array were biased using a resistive ladder structure housed on the
printed circuit board. Herein bonding wires played a role as bridge for communication
between the chip and printed circuit board. This method also facilitates an easy way for
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changing and adjusting voltage-dividing resistors. The following diagram (Figure 40) is
the design of this P C board as a P C B file opened in Protel98, whose size is 8cm X 10cm.
OEDA/Client

(GAIiyVPCBSSepjiuliunnSepaijIiunl 3.PCB]

HOP

Figure 40: Design of printed circuit board in Protel98

On the designed P C board, besides traces and pads, a large and rectangular cavity
with the same dimension as that of the chip specifies the chip location on the board. In
the mean time, the surface of chip can be kept on the same plane with the surface of P C
board i f glued carefully, which will simplify the assembly of chamber on the top. Within
the cavity, a rectangular hole through the board as light passage, which is displayed in a
smaller size in the file, allows visual observation of cells' behavior in the chamber.
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Chamber Design & System Assembly
Microfluidic devices are finding applications in several microsystems including
microreactors, bioanalytical chips, micro ink jets, biomedical devices, power generation
devices, gas and liquid pollution sensors. A typical microfluidic microsystem includes a
network

of channels,

mixers, separators, valves, and pumps,

all integrated

with

mechanical microstructures and controlled by electronic circuits. The computational
design of these devices involves several disciplines, including

fluid

flow,

particle

transport, free surface flows with capillary effects, heat transfer, mixing, volume and
surface chemistry, biochemistry, electrostatics, electrokinetics, controls, and several
others.
The optimization of separation result necessitates the injection of cell suspension into
the separating channel from identical initial position, in other words is to import them at
exactly the same point or at least within a very small range. Also thinking of the
necessary assurance of their straightaway motion along the chamber, the fluid flow holds
a non-neglectable status in the process of cell fractionation. The technique of delivering
cells (or particles) through a fine capillary tube to achieve this purpose was plagued with
the problem of large cells or clumps of cells blocking the capillary. A solution to this was
found in combining the principles of laminar flow and hydrodynamic focusing, which is a
concept borrowed from flow cytometry [51].
Assuming laminar (non-turbulent) flow of liquid through a tube, viscous drag at the
boundary w i l l result in a higher velocity nearer the center, the velocity profile being that
of a parabola. T o prevent blocking, a suspension of cells can be introduced through a
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wide bore, which is surrounded concentrically by a larger bore containing sheath fluid.
Based on principles relating to laminar flow that is maintained, the sample core remains
separate but is confined coaxially within the sheath fluid. The flow of sheath

fluid

accelerates the particles and restricts them to such a single line-up by hydrodynamic
focusing, and the focused stream of cells can be obtained as shown in Figure 41.

Hydrodynamic Focusing

•^^mi^tofeÉk^

Lamini

Figure 41: Principles of laminar flow and hydrodynamic focusing

The flow cell has a sample injector used to inject a dye or particle suspension into a
flowing

sheath liquid and a nozzle to focus the sample into a narrow stream. In this

method, the sample flow is a narrow stream formed as the innermost flow of two
concentric fluid flows. The faster the outer sheath flow, the narrower the inner sample
flow is focused. Physical constraints imply that hydrodynamic focusing requires absolute
laminar flow in all positions in the flow cell; from some high speed on, the inner stream
w i l l defocus through turbulence.
Fluidic chamber where separation is carried out consists of the chip on P C board, a
spacer and a cover plate for grounding, which is transparent electrical conducting ( T E C )
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glass (Pilkington T E C G l a s s ™ , Toledo, O H , U S A ) . T E C glass has the advantage over
conventional metal electrodes of higher optical transparency, which also allows visual
observation of cells' behavior. The performance data of the T E C glass in use are given in
Table 2. Its substrate is clear soda lime float glass ( A S T M C-1036-91, Q3 or better). The
visible reflectance

is around 9-12% on coated surface

and color

is neutral in

transmittance and reflectance. The indium tin oxide conductive layer is 4,000 to 6,000
angstrom in thickness.

Sheet Resistance Range
Glass T lickness
Daylight
Transmittance
Solar
Haze
Emissivity

<140hms/Sq.
2.5mm
83%
70%
<0.7%
0.15 (Hemispherical)

Table 2: T E C glass performance data

The glass substrate housing the electrode array was mounted on a printed circuit
board and enclosed in a fluidic separation chamber comprised by the space assembled
with the T E C glass (Figure 42). The chip and T E C glass are installed in such a way that
their electrical conducting sides are faced but separated by the spacer constructing the
separating chamber. Working as the channel for fluid passing through, the main channel
machined in the middle of the spacer, begins with a funnel shape, down to a straight
section capable of containing electrodes and directly along the electrodes' direction, and
ends with two branches leading separated cells to differing outlets. The two long holes at
both sides of the channel w i l l protect the bonding wires from mechanical touch and avoid
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them being exposed to fluid during the experiment. This chamber was subsequently used
in experimentation to verify the performance of the cell separation system.
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Figure 42: Solid and cross section view of chamber assembling

B y far, both printed circuit board and fluidic chamber have been designed and
fabricated so that the experiment system can be set up to practice cell separation based on
simulation verified isomotive theory. In the assembled fluidic system, support fluid will
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be introduced to the funnel shaped beginning of the chamber from its top through the
holes drilled on the top plate. In the meantime, cell sample will be pumped into the
chamber through a needle inserted inside from a tiny hole on the sidewall of the head of
the spacer. Tubings are of considerable utility in this system to applications such as the
link between the pump and the chamber, and the outlets for leading fluid out of the
chamber, as demonstrated in Figure 43. A syringe pump with 30 selections can push the
plunger of syringes fixed on it, and further pump the liquid in the barrel of syringe out at
a certain speed by using a pusher, when a built in flow rate is picked. In order to produce
laminar flow, in which the motion of fluid is very orderly with all moving consistently in
straight lines parallel to the walls, in the chamber, syringes are chosen and channel
dimension is designed so that the flow velocity from the needle is as equal as possible to
that of fluid inputted and passing through the chamber outside the needle. Figure 44 gives
the calculated real flow speeds in the needle as well as in the chamber used in the
experiment for all the available selections. The curve symboled with black dots is for
fluid flow speed developed in the chamber while the one symboled with white dots is for
fluid flow speed passing through the needle. The producible velocity option of the fluid
flow established in the channel ranges from around 10pm/s to 170,000pm/s.
It seems that the two fluid flow speeds are rather close. More thorough study of their
relationship gives rise to the ratio of fluid flow speeds in chamber and needle with error
bars (Figure 45). The approximate equivalence of the fluid flow speed in chamber and
needle, together with their coherently close-to-one ratio satisfies the condition of
generating laminar flow discussed before.
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Figure 43: Photograph of the cell separation chamber

1.8e+5

Pump Selection
Figure 44: Calculated fluid flow speeds in designed channel for all available
selections
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Figure 45: Ratio of fluid flow speeds in chamber and needle with error bars
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C H A P T E R SIX: E X P E R I M E N T A N D R E S U L T S
U p to now, the boundary element simulation was performed to model the planar
device; discrete planar parallel electrode chips were fabricated, and the mechanic
chamber was designed and assembled to house the isomotive chip for experimental
observation from the top. From now on, experiment should be implemented to validate
the theoretically attained isomotive cell separation approach. A l l the experiments were
conducted on canola plant protoplast because of their availability in our laboratory and
their relatively easy acquisition.

Experimental Procedure
Viable canola plant protoplast cells used in this study were extracted directly from
fresh canola leaves using an enzymatic digestion procedure as outlined in [52], while
non-viable canola cells used in this investigation were prepared by heat treating the
viable cells in a microwave oven for 10 seconds. The cells were suspended in a non-ionic
medium (8% Sorbital with conductivity 10pS/cm measured using a conductivity meter
Biorad M o d e l 1710 Gradient Monitor), which was also used as the sheath fluid.
From cylindrical coordinate defined in Figure 18 and the equipotential voltage
equation (23), the theoretical voltage on each electrode can be computed. Resistors in
series soldered on the P C board designed before are utilized to divide the applied source
voltage then bias the electrodes. Figure 46 shows the normalized theoretic and real
voltage distribution on the electrodes. The curve symboled with black dots is for theoretic
voltage distribution, and the one with white triangles is for the real situation after biased
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by resistors. W i t h a view that exceedingly large value biasing chain may compromise the
high frequency operation since capacitance w i l l dominate the model circuit in high
frequency if the resistance is excessively huge, resistors with reasonable values from
lOOhm to 20Ohm was applied to construct

the resistive ladder when sinusoidal

waveform signal excited the parallel electrodes, as shown in Figure 47, which is just a
sketch map of this schematics.

Electrode Number
Figure 46: Normalized theoretic and real voltage distribution

A function generator (Hewlett Packard 8116A) was used to supply the sinusoidal
signals required to drive the electrode array. The D E P induced cell motion was observed
and aided by a microscope station (Bausch and Lomb) and the cell motion video data was
captured by a video camera (Panasonic Model W V - C D 1 0 1 ) and recorded in real-time
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using a video recorder (Sony Model S L V - N 5 1 ) for subsequent image analysis and
archiving purposes.

Figure 47: Demonstration of biasing resistive chain with value displayed for the
parallel electrodes used in the experiment

Under the static circumstance of no fluid

flow,

only D E P effect

should be

considered. However, in addition to D E P force, cells will also experience a drag force
during their moving in the medium, which prevents their motion induced by D E P . When
the equilibrium moment is reached, the two forces are balanced with each other and no
net force exists on cells, then they w i l l move evenly at the terminal velocities.
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T o quantify the D E P effect, we measured the steady state velocity component ( v ) of
the cells normal to the

fluid

flow

direction, which under equilibrium condition is

countered and equated to the viscous drag force, i.e.
F EP=F'
D

=6x?]va

drag

(30)

where, 7] is the viscosity of the medium.
Thus the velocity can be expressed as following:
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ms
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Consequently it may be observed that the velocity component arising from the D E P
force is proportional to the square of the applied voltage ( i . e . V ) and
2

furthermore

proportional to the real part of the excess polarizability (i.e. Re[A^ ] ).
Since our cell sample contained cells differing in size, it is appropriate to define the
normalized velocity by dividing the measured velocity by the square of the particle
radius. This allowed us to investigate the D E P response of viable and nonviable canola
cells differing in size at various frequencies and furthermore quantify their separation
under isomotive field conditions.
In a typical experiment after the eligible separation conditions were determined, a
stream of cells supported by a sheath fluid was introduced into the chamber using a set of
cell and support fluid injectors, when a specific frequency, at which viable and nonviable
canola cells can deflect towards opposite directions under the influence of positive and
negative D E P respectively, was employed. The cell and support fluid flow in the chamber
were established and aided by an infusion syringe pump. In order to produce laminar
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flow, the syringes for the injection of sheath fluid (lOOmL) and cell sample ( l m L ) were
carefully selected to match the flow rates of the cell and sheath fluid. W i t h a glance that
the existence of air bubbles in the separating chamber may disturb the motion of laminar
flow inside, the chamber was prefilled with support fluid to minimize the possibility of
their generation owing to the improper fluid immission.

Results and Analysis
Once model cells are delivered into the region where isomotive electric field plays an
effective role, related data including applied voltage and frequency, cell radius and
motion velocity can be collected.

0.20

Figure 48: Experiment results showing a linear relationship between the normalized
velocity (

Ivi

a

) and the square of applied voltage

First of all, to confirm that the cell motion under isomotive field is due to the D E P
effect, we measured the velocity as a function of the applied field at a fixed frequency
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(1kHz or 10kHz) for both the viable and nonviable cell sample. W e found that the

normalized velocity (—7) exhibited a linear relationship when plotted against the square
a
of applied voltage (see both of which are normal to the Figure 48), satisfying their
relationship in equation (31) as expected. This verifies our supposition concerning the
influence of D E P on cells. The top line with open dots is for nonviable canola cells, and
the bottom line with filled dots is for viable canola cells.
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Figure 49: A typical calculated theoretic D E P polarization spectrum for protoplast
model

v
The proportionality of normalized velocity ( — ) to the real part of the excess
a
1

polarizability ( RefÀ^ ] ) when electric field intensity is fixed implies the dependency of
velocity on the frequency should be compatible with that of Re[Ar ] on the frequency,
e

which can be reflected through their identical spectrum fashion. Hence the velocity
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spectrum's similarity to the theoretic D E P spectrum (Figure 49) obtained from shelled
spherical model (Figure 50) [30, 53] for viable canola plant protoplast was sought in the
study. In the calculated plot, all the parameters were assigned values typical for plant
protoplasts as follows:
e

Q

=8.854xlO~ F/m,

e

l2

C =0.5pF/cm
m

2

[54],

m

=80f

0

(water),

<7 =10pS/cm,
ffl

e =60f
p

0

[52],

a = 5000pS/cm,
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Figure 50: Shelled spherical model for a plant protoplast

In another set of experiments, with the voltage amplitude maintained at a constant
value (16Vp. ), the frequency
p

was adjusted from 10Hz to 10 Hz; we measured the
7

velocities at different frequencies for both viable and nonviable cells. The plot in Figure
51 shows the variation of the normalized velocity for similarly sized viable and nonviable
canola cells at different frequencies. The curve symboled by open dots is for nonviable
canola cells, and the one symboled with filled dots is for viable canola cells. It may be
observed that the D E P induced velocity spectrum obtained for viable canola cells is very
similar in shape as the polarization spectrum ( R e f A ' J versus frequency plots) for such
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cells obtained under similar conditions using D E P lévitation measurements [55, 56].
Similar such measurements conducted on heat-treated canola cells show the D E P
response is markedly different from that of the viable cells. Our results show that over the
frequency range from 10Hz to around 5kHz, the viable canola cells experience a negative
D E P force and are impelled into a region of field intensity minimum while the nonviable
ones undergo positive D E P and are attracted into the region of the chamber where the
field is a maximum. Consequently, the deflections of the viable and nonviable cell in the
isomotive chamber are in opposite directions, both of which are normal to the laminar
fluid flow direction. This behaviour is consistent with the theoretical predictions and
confirms the cell separation capabilities of the discrete planar isomotive chamber.
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Figure 51: Normalized D E P induced velocity spectrum from experiment

One interesting thing that should be noticed is the velocity spectrum for nonviable
canola cells exhibits positive D E P in the low frequency range and decays towards
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negative D E P with the increase of A C frequency. This behavior is analogous to some
extent with the frequency dependence of the real part of the effective polarizability
deduced based on the homogeneous spherical model [53], which is shown in Figure 52
with
a

the

parameters

appointed

as

£ =S0e ,
m

£ =60e ,

0

p

<7 =10pS/cm,

0

m

= 5000 pS/cm. It implies the possible destruction of cell membrane during the heat

treatment may cause the loss of its activity and functionality, thus results in the
transparent conduct of the membrane and particle like performance displayed here.
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Figure 52: D E P spectrum of a lossy homogeneous spherical particle

In order to find the direct contribution of the quantity of medium conductivity to the
frequency dependent D E P induced velocity, the same frequency sweep experiment as that
carried out for both viable and nonviable canola cells mentioned previously was repeated
merely for viable cells, however in condition of different medium conductivity. From
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Figure 53, where the curve symboled by open dots is for <r
symboled with filled dots is for a

m2

ml

= 5 p S / c m , and the one

= 1 0 p S / c m , it is obvious to see that medium

conductivity can affect the cross-zero frequency of the D E P induced velocity spectrum,
just according with that shown in the analytically obtained a

m

dependent D E P spectra

for the shell spherical model [53] (Figure 54).
In this plotted group of Re[K ]~f
e

curves, only medium conductivity o

was

m

varied and other parameters were kept constant and defined with those typical values
available for biological cells used before. Herein, spectrum when < 7 = l p S / c m
m

is

represented with solid line, and the dotted, dash, dash-dot-dot lines characterize D E P
spectra for <T = 1 0 p S / c m , a
m

m

=100pS/cm, a

m

= 2 0 0 p S / c m , respectively.

The simplification of the general equation for shell spherical model by the use of
reasonable approximations based on the properties of biological cells results in the
derivation of an analytical expression to determine the specific membrane capacitance
C

from the cross-zero frequency f

m

0

h

[53]. From the approximation

'itr

(32)

m

we may estimate cell membrane capacitance according to the relation

Careful study of Figure 53 gives the estimation of cross-zero frequency for c r
(7

ffl2

ml

and

to be around 1.4kHz and 2.8kHz. The substitution of these values with their
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corresponding medium conductivities into equation (33) brings the result that is
C

~ 0 . 4 6 p F / c m , which is pretty close to its typical theoretical value (0.5pF/cm ).
2
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Figure 53: Experimental results showing the influence of medium conductivity to
the normalized velocity spectrum
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Figure 54: Theoretical medium conductivity dependence on the D E P spectra for
model cell protoplast
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To qualify the fluidic chamber for the canola cell separation, velocity of supported
fluid flow was picked as 100pm/s to 200pm/s or so. Figure 55 (a) shows the motion of
canola cells carried by support fluid without any electric field or D E P influence by virtue
of no voltage applied. Taking notice of these unclear pictures, one of the moving cells
was highlighted by outlining its contour as an example. In other two sets of photographs,
the experimental condition was maintained as sine wave signal with amplitude of 1 6 V .
P

P

and frequency of 1kHz. According to the velocity spectra obtained previously, the viable
canola cells undergo negative D E P and will be repelled to electric field minima, while the
non-viable canola cells experience positive D E P and will be attracted to electric field
maxima in such a condition. Thus these two different cells should deflect towards
opposite directions when they are moving along the channel with fluid, which situation
indeed occurred as anticipated in the experiments and is shown in Figure 55 (b) and (c),
where (b) is for viable canola cells and (c) is for nonviable ones.
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(a) The straight and no deflection motion of cells induced by left directed fluid flow only
and there is no electric field applied. The time interval between two sequent frames is
about 0.5 seconds. The leftward distance that cells move during the time interval is
around 50 pm.

•'ÊÊÊÊÉÊÊÊÊÊËÊÊËÊËÈ

(b) The downward deflection of viable cells when both electric field and leftward fluid
flow are applied simultaneously. During the time interval of 0.5 second, the example cell
deflects around 17 degree from its original direction parallel to the electrode strips.

(c) The upward deflection of nonviable cells when both electric field and leftward fluid
flow are applied simultaneously. During the time interval of 0.5 second, the example cell
deflects around 21 degree from its original direction parallel to the electrode strips.
Figure 55: Photographs representing motion of both viable and nonviable canola
cells
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS
Summary of Accomplishments
In the project, as discussed in this thesis, a distinctive new approach different from
the

presently

existent

methodologically

D E P based

founded

cell

separation

on isomotive theory

methods

capable

has

been

proposed

of masking the position

dependency of D E P phenomenon and giving prominence to the influence of the dielectric
properties of biological cells. Practically, the spatial isomotive structure derived from the
theory was simplified and analogized utilizing on-chip discrete planar electrodes biased
at different potentials. Additionally, three implementation schemes have also been
proposed

to enable

the

fractionation

of differing biological cell

species

in real

experiments, although only one was really actualized ultimately due to the limitation of
experimental equipment.

Numerical simulations regarding the geometric

model of

discrete planar electrodes were performed primarily for electric field analysis, followed
by calculation of D E P force profiles in various kinds of situations to affirm its isomotive
characteristics and inspect all possible influence arising from the parameters such as
particle dimension and chamber height. In technical term, the design, fabrication,
assembly and test of a discrete planar electrode separating chamber facilitated the
experimental verification of this cell sorting instrumentation by checking D E P induced
cell movement within the electrode structure. A n effective fluid integrated system was
developed which allowed for flexible and reliable particle transportation in and out the
enclosed separation channel. A fluid seal was achieved while maintaining the ability to
dynamically fill the system, inject and deliver particles, and subsequently flush the
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system. The uninterrupted cleaning procedures were made possible via the experimental
fluid pumping capabilities, which also avoids the need to perform time-consuming
chamber disassembly and reassembly. The system fully integrates

fluid

and particle

delivery, observation windows and electrical biasing.
The theoretical

simulation and experimental

observation

obtained

on canola

protoplast utilizing the planar parallel electrode separator have been united to offer strong
evidence supporting the suitability of isomotive theory's application in cell fractionation
domain. In combination with fluid flow injected from syringe on the pump, deflected
cells w i l l be swept out from the different outlets of the separation chamber, thus allows
for continuous cell

separation

with improved performance

compared

to existing

approaches. Besides, the comparison of the experimental measured velocity spectra with
those theoretical obtained ones has confirmed the faithful prediction of polarization
response of the plant protoplast by the shelled spherical model once again. Moreover, the
membrane capacitance reflecting cellular parameter of canola protoplast have been
estimated according to the guesstimate of cross-zero frequency /

0

from the experimental

normalized velocity spectra. The deflection of both viable and nonviable canola cells
under the influence of fluid in conjunction with D E P effect has also been demonstrated
visually with some captured images.

Problems and Suggestions for Future Improvement
Although the D E P based IC fluidic biological cell separation system has been proved
to be effective, we still encountered some problems during the procedure of system
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installation and experiments. Initially, the realization of pumping support fluid through
the chamber upgraded the requirement for the chamber sealing because of pressure
generated inside the chamber during the fluid flow passing through. The leakage of fluid
out of the chamber was found when the fluid injection rate reached some certain value.
The underestimated mechanical difficulty involved in the tight sealing of chamber
became even more serious with the situation that the contacting surfaces are not
completely flat and smooth, which prevents the good assembly of the fluidic chamber.
Considerable effort was put to addressing and resolving this problem, and finally the seal
degree was fortunately improved by clamping the chamber using a clincher. Still related
to the fluidic system, another problem concerning the difficulty in achieving uniform
input of sheath flow from the two inlets and even output of fluid carrying separated cell
species from the two outlets for further post-processing arose from the unbalanced
resistance

in their

passages.

After

several

trials on

the

modification

of their

configurations to match the resistance, this difficulty was overcome by and large, when
coupled with cautious prefilling of the chamber with support fluid.
The utility of glass chip in the experiments introduced the observation problem in
respect that its relatively large electrode dimension leads to millimetre scale chip size,
which incurred the sizeable fluidic chamber has been constructed to fit for the use of this
chip. Consequently, only a very small area could be observed through the microscope and
the lessening of zoom to enlarge the view made cells too tiny to be seen clearly. The
tracking of cells' motion along the whole way from beginning to ending was even more
impossible in this condition. The basic settlement to the problem can be the scale-down
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of the chip in service to micro-scope, in other words, those chips designed using
processes offered by C M C can be used in this purpose. Furthermore, the limitation of
needing comparatively big sized cells in the implementation of separation utilizing the
glass chip will be overcome, and smaller cells such as blood cells can be put into practice
of performing fractionation

application. A n advanced

solution to the problem of

observation is to track the movement of cells in the fluid from the image and employ a
feedback controller to actuate a motor for adjusting the microscope so that it can follow
up the motion of cells, thus target cell can be remained within the observing region all the
time for the study of its entire behavior. The cells' tendency of falling down and sticking
to the electrodes may hinder the effective separation process, however the imposed fluid
flow may relieve its serious extent. The exploitation of material that is rejective or not
adhesive to the biological cells on the inside surface of the chamber could minimize the
wretched after-effect evocable by this problem. For those cells levitated in the chamber
and undergoing the isomotive separation influence, they were located at heights differing
from that of bottom electrodes, therefore the focusing of microscope on cells resulted in
the obscure vision of electrode structure, vice versa. The incapability of fulfilling the
non-fuzzy view of both objects remains to be solved.
Video

Fluidic

Motor 4

Image Processor &
Motor Controller

Figure 56: Diagram of cell tracking feedback control system
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Another important future development for this research work will include integration
of signal generator, voltage controller, cell detector and some other post-processing
components on the chip with those discrete planar parallel electrodes to construct systemon-chip (SOC) device.
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APPENDIX
Calculated Fluid Speed in Designed Channel
Flow
Selector
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

F l o w Speed in
Chamber (pm/s)
MAX
MLN
171182.39
122148.79
87332.03
62380.02
44681.51
31915.36
22804.98
16276.83
10230.11
7307.22
5215.35
3725.25
2664.99
1905.61
1361.15
971.43
693.47
495.74
353.90
252.17
180.53
128.95
92.13
65.76
47.00
33.53
23.93
17.05
12.18
8.70

174406.17
124437.67
88976.16
63508.35
45455.21
32560.12
23243.41
16602.44
11863.49
8478.53
6060.69
4319.86
3085.15
2201.84
1573.20
1125.10
802.72
573.83
409.42
292.40
208.90
149.26
106.71
76.08
54.48
39.01
27.85
19.89
14.22
10.15

Flow Speed in Needle
(pm/s)
MLN
MAX
165148.43
117843.20
84253.69
60181.21
43106.54
30790.39
22001.13
15703.10
9869.51
7049.65
5031.52
3593.94
2571.05
1838.44
1313.17
937.19
669.03
478.27
341.42
243.28
174.17
124.41
88.88
63.45
45.34
32.35
23.08
16.45
11.75
8.39

168258.57
120051.40
85839.86
61269.76
43852.97
31412.41
22424.11
16017.22
11445.32
8179.67
5847.06
4167.59
2976.40
2124.23
1517.75
1085.44
774.42
553.60
394.99
282.09
201.54
144.00
102.95
73.40
52.56
37.63
26.87
19.19
13.72
9.80

Ratio of Flow Speed in
Chamber and Needle
MIN

MAX

1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.89
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.89
0.90
0.90
0.89
0.90
0.89
0.89
0.89

1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.05
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21

0.89
0.89
0.89

